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1、 What's new We decided to re-design the game interface. It can
be more intuitive to control the game operation. The game
interface is compatible with Touch devices. The main job of the
game is to equip and train pets. The game is pretty hard. We
decided to create an easy-to-learn beginner's game, and when you
feel too difficult to play, you can return to the "Easy" beginner's
level. 2、 Game mode There are five difficulty levels: Beginner's,
Easy, Medium, Hard and Expert. Each level's difficulty will be
stronger, and the pet's number will be greater. 3、 Game content
There are many pet items. More pet items will be added after the
release of this game. The location of wild creatures is the
mainland of Vestria. For the survival of Vestria, the wild creatures
must be defeated, and the soldiers can acquire the precious raw
materials on the mainland. For the sake of the future of Vestria,
you must take care of your pets. 4、 Features of Cat Simulator -
Level up your pets - Defeat the wild creatures in the mainland -
Collect resources and star stones - Train Your Pets - Equipped Pets
- Upgrade Pets - Enter the arena - Battle Pet Fight - Chat with pet
or people - Pet Battle - Pet Fight - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Battle
Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop -
Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet
Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle
Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop -
Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet
Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle
Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop -
Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet
Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle
Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet Shop - Battle Shop - Pet
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Expert On Domestication Features Key:
About 3 homes and 270 rooms to build
More than 200 species
Advanced age system
Random events with rare items
Different inhabitants each day
The smell of their skin

Clash of Clans Mod - Clash of Clans Mod v1.2 - HD Added Version Latest Clash of Clans Mod

Most up to date mod
HD version is the only Clash of Clans Mod you should ever need.
Get it now for FREE!!!!
All mod's and version are available on our CLASH OF CLANS MODS PAGE 

Do your own farming

Use the money you make to buy more buildings or troops, or you can use it towards the defense
of your own real life farm too! The game has an entire object for you to have all the cash in the
real world farm.
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